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CourtF avors Du~,~fiMYen1es ones
NOV&!G·n

•

Duncan Had Doctor's Excuse,· Elections C·ommission Will Re-rule
By SANDY McCRAW
In a surp:rise verdict7 Student
Court ~esterday ruled in favor of
Louis Duncan but against Charlie
Jonefi in thP. hassle over the ballot
in th~ ASUNM Senate election.
Duncan was disqualified when
he failed to appear at a mandatory
candidate's meeting, while Jones
was charged with not having the
necessary 7 5 signatures on his
election petition. Jones will
appeal the case to Ferrel Heady,
president of UNM, his attorney
said.
.
Since Fred Basil ~ Torres
(formerly Fred Will) was also
absent from the mandatory
meeting, his name was .reinstated
on the ballot in the same ruling as
made for Duncan. Basil-Torres
was not actively involved in the
complaint, None of the three
involved wer<! present to hear the
final decision from the cou:rt.
The Duncan decision ruled
against law 99 requiring a
candidate's presence at a
mandatory meeting of the
ASUNM Constitution. ' 1The
purpose of the law is inconsistent
with the penalty imposed and is
contrary to a basic sense of justice
and fair play and is therefore a

denial of due procells of law. In
addition, there is no provision for
a hearing on the merits of a
candidate's absence. Any
constitutional dght must be
protected by due process and the
right to run has long been
preserved in the law.'
"Denial of this right to run by
the automatic disqualification of a
candidate without bearing
therefore, section of law 99, is
null an<} void," according to the
court's decision.
HFailure to attend the
mandatory meeting under law 99
means no ,candidacy, The
commission had no recourse but
to rule the way it did," Donald
But:ge, attorrtey for the
defendents told the Court.
Henning, in turn, argued,
"There is an analogy between this
case and poll ·tax. The effect of
poll tax: was to disenfranchise
large numbers of voters who
couldn't pay the tax:, The
mandatory meeting, in many
cases, was a luxury not many can
afford • . . Duncan couldn't. He
had a doctor's excuse for missing
the meeting.
· "You, u said Henning, uwm
deprive at least 150 persons on

this campus of voting for these
candidates. , . and also many
more who wish Jones and Duncan
to represent them."
Jones' case rested primarily on
an affadavit signed by 11 persons
stating th~y gave Willie Chester
the right to sign their names Oll
Jones' petition. Chester was
peesent at the hearing, but was
not aslced to testify.

Louis Duncan
"The intent of the law is to
r(!quire candidates to have some
minimal basis in fact fo:t: l'J.lnning
for an election and establish
r(!quisite intent to run," the
Jones' decision said.
Although Jones was present on
and off at the heaJ:ing, Duncan
failed to attend. "I imagine he

doesn1 t know about it,•• said d~ter:mine whether the court
Jones.
would hear the case Chief Justice
At the beginning of the case, John McGuffin as~ed a
Burge asked for a severance of the postponement of the" trial.
two cases. Although the motion Henning objected asking uthe
was denied, "that is ~ssentially court to rule at this time. I feel
what we. got," Burge said.
none of the parties involved have
Henning objected to seve~ance time left to delay."
Hbecause there are points
"I hate to miss my class,"
common to Duncan and Jones' McGuffin said;
ur hate to inconvenience
complaints. Louis Duncan would
be denied his civil rights if the 13,000 potential voters, too,"
cases were sepaJ:ated, I believe Burge said, asking that the trial
there are constitutional points continue.
common to both cases."
"I would like to sit (on this
Mike Mer.ril, chairman of the case) only because it's my duty/'
Elections Commission, t·old the McGuffin said.
court the commission had failed
"I think you should hear the
to have a quorum when the case now," Hennings argued,
decision was reached, Proposing ''Both for the benefit of the
the case revert to the commission, student body and the plaintiffs
he said, ' 1 The Elections who have been here two days
Commission will .. , re--rule on all .already." At a scheduled bearing
th;ree cases,' Vernon Henning, last Monday, only Justice Sam
attorney for the plaintiffs, Johnson appeared,
objected to an Elections
McGuffin agreed to turn the
Commission re-hearing.
case over to the three remaining
.I n1 realize we were in error in
justices. Donna Hammonds
not operating with a quorum," became acting chief justice with
Merrill said.
Charles Mingle and Sam Johnson
Henning refused saying such an :remaining on the bench. (Justice
action might "irreparably damage Chades Pineda had disqua1ified
the case.''
himself because he is also running
After a private discussion to for Senate.)
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Pierre Salinger

Will
'

Photo 1ly Chuck Fell

said. "Second, the freeze does not
control the profit makers, they
onl;V control the wage earner. We
need profit controls M well."
Despite the de-escalation of the
Vietnam war, he predicted the
war would be a campaign issue.
"We hear less about Vietnam 1
but we drop the s~me amount ot
bombs. I think the U.S. will keep
residual forces there. ln that case,
Vietnarn will be a campaign
issue," he said.
In other predictions about the
'72 campaign, Salinger saw the
18 ~ year • old vote as a possibly
significant fai::tor in the elections.
"The 18 • year • old voters
could be effective if more
registetedt he said. uso far there
has been margirtal registration only 30 per cent. This small
atnount is probably due to lack of
interest in the candidates."
Sa linger noted that the
candidate he is workirtg f<>r,
Mc:Govem, will be after the 18 ~
year- olds. He said MoGovf'rn
already has a substanti~l youth
group working in New Hamp!:!hire.
ln discussing other possible
candidates, Salinger said one of
four candidates will rurt agAinst
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Salinger Calls Economy
Top '72 Election Issue
Fomter Kennedy presidential
press secretary Pierw Salinget
yesterday predicted the economy
will be the major '72 campaign
issuet while criticizing President
Nixon's handling of wage ~ price
controls.
Speaking at a Press Club prei:S
conference; Salinger said,. "The
economy will be the main
campllign issue. Nixon has
botched up the U.S. economy by
waiting too long for wage
controls, The question to ask in
, the '72 campaign is, Will Nixon be
able to turn around the problems
he created?''
While agreeing that economic
controls were rtdcessary1 Salinger
expressed doubts that Nixon's
freeie is working.
"I don't care what NiXon says1
the dollar is devalued. While the
evaluation may not be evident in
Albuquerque, in Paris we are
getting less tor the Ameti¢an
dollar," he said.
Salinger said the wage-price
freeze itself presents two threats
to the economy.
11
First, ortce the controls are on
they must be kept on or we would
go back to inflationt Salinger

Photo bY Le.slle Waddy
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Senate Hopefuls
For all aenate Clandidates
who wish their campaign
statements to appear in The
Lobo; the deadline is Nov. 11
at 5p.m.
Staterrtents should be
typed, double spaced, and no
more than 300 word$.
Those candidates who wish
their picture~ t<> appear with
their statement should reduee
the number o£ words to 200
or less.
The l.obos offite Is on the
\...corner of Central and Yale. .J

Nix:on, who will win the
Republican nomination.
..Muskie, Httmpht'eyi
McGoYemt or Kenned~ could win.
Wallace will be a factorj but only
insofar as h~ takes votes away
trom the other candidates, E"or
example in Florida he will,
probably hurt Muskie and
Jackson.''
Salhtget also discounted Harris
and Lindsay as serious contenders.
11
I don't see anything
developing for Fred Harris,
Lindsay's cartdidacy doesu)t panic
trte,u he said.
Salinger said that after visiting
Los Angeles, he is heading back to
Paris where he now resides.

Thi$ group of m\lsicians gathered on tl1e Mall this morning
to play for nickels and dimes. They said they were trying to
earn enough money to make paymenb on their land in the
mountains.

GSA Constitution Change
The new GSA Constitution Will
be the main order of business at
the GSAC (Council) meetirtg
tonight at 7:30 in the Union.

lncluded in a summaty ot
changes for the Council ate
"specifically assigned power to
pags laws, resolutions and
Mlocatiorts1" as well tiS •'a vetooverride power given to touncil,''
and nthe Council chairman given
tie-breaking vote/'
«Under the new t!onstitution
the "position o£ vice president is
terminated."
Chartges in the Judicial bratlch
as well as tha areas of elections,
and f'inancM will also be
discussed.

Council does not have a veto override power in the present
constitution, therefore it is likely
that the veto· override will be
discussed.
New Legislation will include
the introduction of a bill
concemed with travel money
allocadon.
Final reading of legislation will
include the bills conceming the
Student Tenant's Organization
travel allocation; the Tra-vel Fund
and the Art Students.
Since. the. last meeting,
President Bert Hartsen has vetoed
the Travel Fund and Art Students
Bills, therefore, it time permits,
these bills may be discussed.

Senate Updates Law Book
Over 20 bills will be presented
to the AStTNM Senate tonight as
the legislative body tries to bring
the law bo<>k up to date.
The bills primarily deal With
the technicalities <>£ working
committees, codification systems,
and working rules and regulatic;ns
for different ASUNM agencies.
0 ther bills concern the
establishment of a nan market, a
surnmet camp placement service,
$2000 for the Speakers
Committee, the establishment c;f a
minority scholarship program and

aFt~

University committee.
Senate Will also discuss the
upcon1ing spring elections, and
whether or not ASUNM will
retain its membership in the
National Students' Association.
Richard Ruminski, draftsman
for the University Architect, will
explain the problems involved in
landscaping the areas surrounding
tha dormitories,
The meeting will be held in
room 250·A of the Union at '1

p.m.
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Teacher Analysis V

A&S Depts Advocate 'Informal' Evaluation
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l3y CASEY CHURCH

editorial

Within UNM's academic
ccnglomexate, the College of .Arts
and Sciences opinion on how
students sho\lld participate in
faculty evaluation ranges from
mandatory questionnaires
distributed in class to adamant
espousal of info;rmal channels of
opinion.
Thursday, the college's
department chairmen, for the
second time in a month, will meet·
to . disc\lss a proposal for a
college • wide evaluation program
p:resented by Dean Natha;:J.iel
Wollmnn.
All department chairmen
surveyed by The Lobo favored
consideration of student opinion

World

Court Proceedings
Granted that yesterday's election
qualification challenge hearing was the first
time the current ASUNM Student Court sat
on a case. And granted, the Student Court
has never been too clear on its own
procedures or powers.
But an hour and a half with the justices
sequestered deciding whether or not to hear
the case is a bit puzzling.
If the candidate qualification issue were

News

clearly out of the court}s jurisdiction that
fact should have emerged earlier. If ASUNM
case precedent indicated it should be heard
by some otber body, the research on that
should have been done earlier.
The length of time. the plaintiffs, defense
and their counsel were kept waiting is not
important. The question is whether or not
the hearing was justifiably delayed.

bema~---~Amistad, Transitory His lory

By LOUIS SANCHEZ
At its inception during the
1970 strike Amistad, the Free
University, was designed to be an
alternative educational institution
that would provide a casual,
liberated atmosphere to all who
wished to further their own .or
others' education. Since it served
as a means of channelling off what
were then described as destructive
radical elements, the University
administration was willing to
allow Amistad to make use of the
vacant IBM building on the
southeast corner of Central and
Stanford. Under these conditions
Amistad was able to involve over
two thousand students, faculty
members, and members of the
community in over 100 classes,
and an interesting and relevant
series of speakers.

Temporary Space
The following summer Amistad
and its ideals were asked to leave
the Stanford location and were
offered temporary office space in
the Honors C!lntcr, where no
doubt Jt was hoped Amistad
would issue its final unlamented
death rattle. However, a handful
of interested persons were able to
give Amistad some semblance of
life in the form of 35 classes, 15
speakers, and an attenndance of
about 400 people during the
70-71 school year.
Union
This year Amistad had a slight
advantage in that its present
coordinators requested and were
permitted to use, again on a
temporarr basis, room 108 of the
Union . building. Because of the
accessibility of this room and
largl!ly due to a free film festival
attended by ovex 3000 persons,
Amistad was able to begin this
year on a mo:re optimistic note;
24 classes are being offered, open
poetry readings have baen
scheduled along with readings by
individual poets, a group reading
of Joyce's "Finnegan's Wake'' is
bl!ing attempted and an Arts and
Crafts Fair has been scheduled for
Dec. 4, already surpassing in many
ways last year's :!lfforts in that
4000 people have been exposed to
rome m:;pect of free education.
This note of optimism recently
went sour in that the Union Board
informed Amistad's coordinators
that Amistad must again relocate
since 108 is needed for lounge
space-Union Director Vern Curtis
Page 2

virtu ally an unresolvep limbo
since the poWJ:Jrs who feel it their
duty to see that Amistad "does
the job it's supposed to 'do"111
the while making it very difficult
for Amistad to function on all but
the most insignificant of
levelf;-haven 't decided wh!lre
Amistad should go;
Solution Outline
A simple solution has been
forwarded by Amistad's
coordinators and supporters;
I. That Amistad he allowed to
remain in room 108 as long as
necessary, since there is no real
inconsist!lncy in Amistad's
requests and the Union Board's
feeling on how it should be used.
II. That the University
administration as well as the two
student governments cooperate
with Amistad in obtaining an
unused portion of University land
on whtch 1t is po~;,o;ihl~'> to lmild
with our own funds a geodesic
dome which would serve as
permanent offic!l space for
Amistad and a tangible symbol of
alternativ!l education to which the
community could respond.
Hopefully, the land will be in
close proximity to the University
campus so that students and
faculty mny still avail themselves
of Amistad's projects and
activities.
In hopes of obtaining support
for this project a petition will be
circulated on campus among
students and faculty, and in the
community among those
interested in the <:oncept of free
education without the demands of
arbitrary requirements. Your
support is greatly needed and
further suggestions are welcome.
helpful, our simple goal of free Call us at 277-5826 or 277·5720
education becomes obscured by or come by room 108 Union
red tape. Our situation now is building, UNM.

unofficially suggested that the
room would be used as a TV
viewing area, and although the
public's right to relaxation and
entertainment must be preserved,
this move on the part of the
Union Board is a further
hindrance to Amistad's hopes of
developing into a stable
altemative institution,
Re-Organization
Needless to say, this constant
nomadic state llUbsequently
results in Amistad having to waste
a substantial amount of time and
energy in re-organizing its entire
operations.
.
As the situation now stands
Amistad is forced to scrounge for
classroom space in University
buildings, and even though the
persons responsible for room
·scheduling on campus are very

Sy Unlt~d l'ren International

Sato Longest Term
TOKYO-Premier Eisaku Sato began his eighth year in
office Tuesday, adding to his record as the statesman who has
ruled longer than any prime minister in Japan's constitutional
history.
The previous record was six years, and 58 days, set by
Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida who headed the government
during the post World War II military occupation and after
Japan regained full sovereignty in 19.52.

Hungarians Try Defection
BUDAPEST - The Justice Ministl'Y said. Tuesday that
Hungarian border guards have arrested two teenage
Hungarians who strangled a taxi driver and tried to use his
cab to defect to Austria. It said the two youths, 16 and 17,
threw the body of Janos Berta, 42, into a forest and drove his
cab to the Austrian border, where they were seized by guards
and charged with the crime.

in making tenure and promotion
decisions, And over half of the
total .fac:ulty membexship in the
college volunteered to be
evaluated in the Spdng 1971
ASUNM evaluation.
The point of contention is the
degree of formality necessary and
desixable.
One vocal opponent of a
structured means of student·
evaluation is ,John Campbell,
chairman of the anthropology
departm!lnt, who argues informal
means of gathering opinions is
"most sufficient.'' The
anthropology department faculty
is "unanimouslY opposed" to
recommendations from the dean's
office for a more formal system,
he said.

Although declining to discus:;;
specific :points of hi~ :proposal,
Wollman said the di~cussion at the
earlier chairman's meeting were
on "the character of the
evaluation, whether it is to be
formal or informal, There has
always been varying degrees of
evaluation by students and
faculty. The question is the
structure, and the degree o:f
formality,"
Currently three departments,
geology, political science, and
speech, use or are drawing up
mandatory questionnaires to use
in all classes.
Five departments, economics,
mathematics, psychology, biology
and modern languages have
faculty committees, (in the case

of modern languag~s, a stud~ntr
faculty committee) considering
the questio·n of re•vamping
teaching evaluation within th~
dllpa~tment,

He, like Lee Woodward,
chairman of the geology
department were definite about
wanting to tailor the
questionnair(;l to each
department's needs. Only one
department. chairman, Richard
Tomasson of sociology, explicitly
favored a University- wide
format.
Tomasson added that while
there is currently "no official
system of evaluation" in the
sociology department ''student
opinion comes through.''
Briefly, the procedur~ for
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Check Soldiers into Heaven But D'on't Get in Themselves
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lntourist Office Defaced
BERLIN-Protestors daubed the show windows of the
Soviet Intourist Travel Bureau in West Berlin with a swastika
and a slogan denouncing the treatment of Jews in the Soviet
Union, police reported Tuesday. They said the daubing was
done with a red paint spray while employes of the Intourist
Bureau were out to lunch.

Heath, McMahon Confer
LONDON - British Prime Minister Edward Heath and
Austrnlinn Prime Minister William McMahon conferred
Tuesday for 2112 hours on a number of wo:dd problems
including Southeast Asia, East- West relations and the British
decision to join the Common Market.

LB] Calls Symposium

By STEWART KELLERMAN
DA NANG REPLACEMENT
CENTER, Vietnam (UPI) - It
sounds a lot lik~ a GI's dream
job-you live in comfortable
bnrrncks, eat three. decent meals a
day and don't get &hot at.
"I don't care what it sounds
like," 1st Lt. Lewis Gilliland, 23,
of Bell Vernon, Pa., said, sitting at,
his cluttered desk. "It's still a
rotten, frustrating job."
Lew and the other men of the
SlOth replacement company
handle th!l pep talks and
paperwork for U.S. soldiers
returning home from Vietnam. At
times, they can't help feeling a
little like gatekeepers who check
off people entering heaven but
don't get in themselves.
Take Off
"You feel pretty bad seeing all
these guys going home and having
to stay' here yourself," Gilliland
said. "It's especially bad the first
couple of times you go out to the
flight pild to wat.ch them tnltc off,
It really makes you sick."
Gilliland, who has 110 dayaleft
in Vietnam, complained that GI's
blame the men of the 510th when
there's a hitch in their orders,

Hispanic Music

The UNM A-Capella Choir,
und!lr the direction of Dr. Eph
Ehly, will be presented in Popejoy
Hall Nov. 10 at 8:15p.m.
Composers featured in the
program include Ariel Ramirez,
Jose Bassa, Tomas Luis da
Victoria and Aaron Copeland.

AUSTIN, Tex.-Former President Lyndon B. Johnson will
call a national symposium of educational leaders on the
University of Texas campus Jan. 25-25 to coincide with the
public release of the 31 million presidential papers in the LBJ
library. Johnson said the educational leaders "will look into
the past and present and decide where we ought to go from
here for the educational good o£ om: nation.

Women's Status

Flag Case Upheld

Nelson Valdez will lecture on
the "Status of Women in Cuba" at
7:30 p.m., Nov. 10 in the
Newman Center auditorium.
Valdez is a PhD candidate in
history and author of numerous
books and articles on Latin
America. The talk is part of the
Latin American Forum.

AUSTIN, Tex.-The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
ruled Tuesday freedom of speech does not give a person the
right to burn an American flag. The court upheld a four-year
sentence given a Dallas youth for hm:ning a flag during a
protest demonstration at a Dallas park last year.

QuitoOub

t~C'.ZJ'Jm'!fl'.<ei ~!ti'.1fW'

fJ/1

•

All ex-Quitinos and interested
students are invited to an
organizational meeting Nov. 11,
Union 25()-E at 8 p.m.

w..r-

even if someone else made the
mistake.
"It doesn't matter who's to
blame," the brown·haired,
mustached officer said. "It could
have been a machine or a clerk at
some other base, but we're the
ones left holding the bag."
Replacement Center
The 510th tuns the Da Nang
Replacement Center, a clust!lr of
grey tin and unpainted wooden
buildings where Gls are processed
out of the country. Other
companies work at replacement
centers in Cam Ranh Bay and
wng Binh, ·the only two other
areas Gis pass through to return
home.
About 225 Gls at the three
centers process about 18,000
departing American soldiers each
month. Most of them have never
been in combat and don't expect
to before their tours are over.
Spec, 4 Thomas Murray, 26, of
New Orleans, who makes UJ.> the
manift>sts for troops leaving
Vietnam, said, "when you see all
these guys so e:~>cited and happy it
really makes you wish you were
going home with them."
Short
"You just wait until you get
short (ready to leave) and it's
your time,'' Murray said, wiping
the lenses of his steel-rimmed
glasses with his fatigue shirt. "It's
a hard wait but there's nothing
you can do about it."
Murray, who has 99 days left,
said, "I'm really looking forward
to getting out of this place and
going back. I've got a little boy at
home and we've got a lot of

catching up to do."
"I guess this is what you'd call
a sham job," Spec. 4 Rob!lrt
Perron, 21, of Milwaukee, Wis.,
said. "Other guys are out in the
field getting shot at or at least
living in dixt and mud and eating
rotten food. You can't help
feeling grateful you're here and
not there.''
·
Depressing
Perron (four and one-half
months to go) said, "it's
depressing seeing all thone guys
going home. I figure it's going to
bother me more and more until I
get out of here.
"As far as saving my hide, I

guess this is a b!ltter job than
being in the field," Perron said,
pushing a shock of light brown
ha.ir above his forehead. "But it
really gets boring after awhile,
H~f the time we're pushing paper
and the rest o:f the time there's
nothing to do e:~>cept sit around
and gripe about things and wish
we were home."
Spec. 4 James McAbee, 19, of
Kansas City, Mo., (eight and one
ha.lf months to go) said, "It's real
bad seeing all those guys going,
but at least I consider myself
reasonably safe here, I guess I'm a
little envious, but they've done
their time over ,here, he said.

evaluating a professor within A&S
departments includes informal
discussions with students,
comments by faculty members
and a final collective decision by
the tenured faculty,
Sanford Cohen, chairman of
the !lconomic department, ~;aid
they have ''relied on peer
judgement, bolstered by
informath>n from students."
The geology department also
tosses in thli! results of "informal
talks to student who have been
out ofschool five or six years."
Woodward explained there can
be a time lag in judging a cl~tss.
"Classes you didn't think were
valuable then seem valuable after
a few years' experience,"
Some of the questions being
raised about the effectiveness of
formal evaluation were outlined
by Frank Logan, chairman of the
psychology department; "We
must make sure thll questionnaire
does indeed measure what we
want to measure. He added that
any questionnaire must take into
account courses "with diff!lrent
objectives, at different
levels/'
;: .
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Mental Patient Victimized by Rehabilitation
Adjusted to H·ospital Life, Can't Make It 'Outside'
AUGUSTA, MAINE (UPI) Melvin Whittum is 66. When he
was17,inwhathelaterdescribed
as "a spur of the moment thing,''
he broke into a house and tried to
rob it. For the past 44 years he
has been in a maximum security
mental hospital ward paying
a society which has all but
f0rgotte~;~ him.
10 His mental illnllss has long
since burned out," said Ulrich B.
J a co b s o h n 1 assistant
superintendent at Augusta State
Hospi~al. "By now the. real
problem is not the original illness,
but the fact he has been so
instituti(:lnalized he almost can't
live outside the hospital," he said.
Considered a bright, impulsive
young man when sentenced in
1924 to a thl'ee·to-six year term in
the state prison, Whittum was
h:ansferred to the mental
institution in 1927 after reporting
he W1!S "seeing things."
Maximum Si!curity
Under a state law which then
required all prison transferees,
regardless of crime committeed,
to be placed in maximum
security, Whittumwasconfinedin
the former State Armory Building
described by one hospital official
as "the most depressing goddamn
building I've ever seen."
In 1961 that law was scratched
from the booka, allowing hospital
psychiatrists the placement
option.
In mid-August this year, the
legislature opted to replace the
hierarchy at Augusta State
Hospital, The first step the new
administration took was to
delegate. a three-member task
force to weed through the 1eams
of mes of the "institutionalized"
patients to determine why they

were still there,
Asleep 10 Years
''We probably could have
released Whittum and many like
him years ago," said Jacobsohn,
"but this place has been asleep for
the past 10 years. "Unfol,'tunately,
mental hospitals tend not to
change until questions are asked.
"But there are hundreds of
Whit,tums in this place, and tlms
of thousands a.Yound. the
country," he said, "Our prime job
is to get people out of here, not to
punish them.
"But we can't just let them f;lUt
on their own, They often don't
have any families. If they do, the
family usually can't take them
back for various reasons, These
patients have lost their
psychologic~:~! place in their
society," said Jacobsohn,
Seven Escapes
In the past five years, seven
patients at Augusta have tried to
escape, one of them three times.
Many of those who have escaped
in the hospital's history have
found their way to the bottom of
the nearby Kennebec river.
Whittum's ca&e has had a
psychiatric review at least once a
year since 1927, although the last
written annual report is dated
1965. At that time Whit tum was
~;till labPird an "escape risk,"
having tried a number of times to
get out, and according to reports
dating back to the 1930's, he once
made a violent advance at a
hospital worker.
,
"I tried •.. to tell them ...
wanted to leave ... ," Whittum
answered when asked why he
tried to escape. His reactions to
people are totally dulled. He
shows no emotion in his speech.
His pale blue eyes stare blankly,

rareiy blinking, His syntax is tears, kissed him gently on the qualified psychia,trists in this
cheek, wished him luck as "a free country that just wori't grow. It'~;
staccato,
man" and left, He did not not unique here, although Maine
'Country Place'
is & poor state," he said.
"l'd like a place •• , country recognize her,
Whittum is still technically Jacobsohn moved from Los
place . • . want to walk
listed as having a "~;~chitzophrenia Angeles "!Jecause of the clean air"
11:tound , , , ," he mumbled,
Escorted by only a hospital reaction-chronic undifferential six months ago.
Augusta · State Hospital has
official and nl!wsmen, Whittum type," but Jacobsohn says that
took his scco~;~d trip last Thursday doesn't really matter any more.
1,401 in-patients now and only
across the river to downtown
five qualified psychiatrists,
Old·Age AssistaJJce
Augusta since bl!ing c{lmmitted.
"He's been receiving old·age J ac o bsohn sayd the minimum
His first trip, 15 years ago, was to assistance since March of 1970, number 11eeded is 13,
get his teeth fixed.
This year's mental health and
and has been out of maximum
It was his first walk in public as security for the past few weeks," corrections department budget
a free man in 44 years.
request was $lashed by the
he said,
"A lot of cars •.• a lot • , • of
"But it only takes one year for legislature along with those of
stores .. , a bank . . . a pet the process of institutionalization most state departments, partially
shop •. , dogs, .• puppies .•. " He . to become a major factor in because lawmakers bad their eyes
couldn't remember if he had ever releasing a patient back into on a citizen's referendum to
owned a puppy.
society. After· a week it can be repeal thll state income tax, which
In the local pet sbop, Whittum done at the stroke of a pen," failed.
followed his hospital escort with Jacobsohn said. ''After 44
Variations of Stew
zombie-like obedience, only years, .'. ?"
Each patient at Augusta is fed
turning his head from a fixed
EffQrts have begun to find an
on less than 90 cents a day with
floor gaze when something was adequate boarding home for
tnl!als described by Jacobsohn as
pointed out to him. He stopped to Whittum to live in, but hospital
pick up a puppy, stared at it officials feel it could take months "all variations of stew-but
nutritious." Inmates at the state
briefly, but soon lost interest and to find one.
asked to have it put back in its
Jacobsohn said 91,6 per cent of prison are fed better.
But this situation cannot just
cage.
the roughly. 1,300 persons
Following
admitted or referred to Augusta be blamed on the legislahtre or on
the status quo attitudes of
Shuffling along Augusta's main State Hospital annually are
busi.ness street, patiently rehabilitated sufficiently to be previous hospital administrations,
following the talkative escort, released within a year. It's the 8.4 according to Jacobsohn,
"This is essentially what society
Whittum looked up from the per cent accumulated over the
sidewalk only to have a cigarette years who have become the has created. Melvin Whittum is
not forgotten, but he is c~:~ught in
lit, which he smoked with long, Melvin Whittums.
a web," he said.
rapid drags.
Not Enough Men
There are 6 0 patients at
The mother of a patient once
"The process of caring for the Augusta State Hospital who have
assigned to the room next to
Whittam's years ago, recognized long-term patient multiplies each been there longer than Whittum's
him in his hospital fatigues and year in difficulty," said 44-year tenure. One woman was
rushed over unexpectedly, She Jacobsohn. "It's harder to get committed 64 years ago,
"It's not that Melvin Whittum
said she often talked to Whittum through to them as their contacts
while visiting the hospital, and with the outside world shrink. is a forgotten man," ,Jacobsohn
And there's just not the hospital · suggested. "I think the nation's
was glad to see him again,
mental hospitals are the forgotten
Whittum looked more puzzled manpower to keep up with it.
~'You're dealing with a pool of
man,"
than before as the woman, now in

lobo Review

Brautigan's 'Revenge' Furthers' Falling Ouf'
"REVENGE OF THE ~AWN''
Richard Brautigan
(Simon &: Schuster/$1.95
paperback)
I find it very difficult to fall
out of love with Richard
Brautigan.
He captured me in
"Watermelon Sugar" and I
thought I was his forever, even
buying all his book.s that I might
help in a small economic way to
show my appreciation for his
unique eyesight. The romance,
however, is waning, and, like all
lovers, r watch myself make
excuses for him: his publisher
must be breathing down his San
Francisco neck, wasn't he recently
divorced (he's probably upset,
•.. ), somebody's putting the
sc rcws to him, some thin
moustachioed editor with agent
86 eyes. ;My homespun excuses do
seem a little thin, even to my own
heart that Brautigan once held in
his "Springhill Mine Disaster"
hands. After "The Abortion: An
Historical Romance,'' I was
prepared to give Brautigan
another chance-c'mon, write 1.1s
another "Confederate General
From Big Sur'' and we'll call it
even. It occurs to me after
spending a long Sunday morning
with ''Revenge Of The Lawn"
that one should not, perhaps read

••. only $1
Cliff's Notes ale designed to

help you be calm, cool and
capable in the toughest
lite1ature courses. They're
writ!en by experts to give you

the outside-of-class help you

need to understand {and enjoy)
your reading assignments. look
thern over. Your dealer has

nearly 200 titles available
covering the most frequerlllv
assigned plays and novPis.
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Student Missing
From U Campus
·.

-

National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders (the Kerner
Commission) and is a co-chairman
of the Commission on the Cities
in the Seventies, sponsored by the
National Urban Coalition,

Membership Drive
The Catholic Alumni Club will
have a membership drive party to
ttcruit unmarried Catholic men
al).d women, Friday, Nov. 12,
from 8-12 p.m. at the Newman
Center. Admission is $1.50. Live
band and liquor included•

Wind Ensemble Concel't
The first UNM Wind Ensemble
Concert of the year will feature
Robert Nagel,. trumpet soloist;
Nov. 17, at 8:15p.m. in Popemoy
ltall. Tick~ts are $.50 for
students, $1 for faculty and staff
and_. $1.50 for general admission.

for Men

New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 75
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Uganda joined the United
Nations on Oct. 25, 1962.

Drinking Mugs

Glen Harlan Anglese, a UNM
student, was last seen around 7:30
a.m. on Nov. 3, 1971 near the
Navy building on UNM campus.
He is 26 years old, Anglo, 6'2"
tall, 200 pounds, has short brown
hair and brown eyes.
When lllSt seen he was wearing
blue levis, a light blue denim short
sleeve shirt, black cowboy boots,
and an olive green quilted jacket.
He also had a blue nylon jacket.
He always wears a black wrist
watch with a military face.
He was last seen driving a light
green 1970 Opal Kadett station
wagon with N.M. license 2U 6525,
and had a front plate with the
initials D.A. V. The car had slight
damage to the right front and rear
fenders.
If you have seen this person, or
this car, notify the Alb.uquerque
police, state police ox: campus
police,

By MARK BREWER
Princeton, N.J. (AFS)-The
growing movement to demand
public control, if not a complete
dismantling, of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation gained
considerable momentum over the
weekend of Oct. 29·30,
For the first time in its
fifty-year history of steadily
increasing powers, the FBI was
subjected to a thorough
examination by a conference of
prominent lawyers, educators and
journalists.
Inner Workings
The conference produced
thirteen documented studies-600
pages-on FBI activities and
brought together former FBI
agents, police commissioners and
FBI informers who discussed the
inner workings of the Bureau in
panel discussions and question •
and • answer sessions.
Sponsored by Princeton's
Woodrow Wilson School and the
Committee for Public Justice
(whose membership includes a
varied list of notables from
Candice Bergen to Leonard
Woodcock), the conference ran
from 10 a.m. to 10 p,m. Friday,
and until 4:30 p.m. Saturday.
Friday's proceedings included
discussions of the Bureau's
extensive use <>f informers and
sometimes of agents provocateur,
based on constitutional lawyer
Frank Donner's study and a panel
of ex-informers.
Electronic Surveillance
Other studies discussed Friday
were Nat Lewin's and Victo:-

N evasky's probe of electronic
surveillance, I. F. Stone's brief
history of the Bureau as a political
police force, and an inside view
provided by former Special
Agents William Turner, Robert
Wall and John Shaw.
Saturday saw the noted New
York journalist Fred Cook's
analysis of the E'Bl's redoubtable
record against organized crime, a
panel discussion on the Bureau's
relations with local police (which
included former New Haven
Police Commissioner James Ahern
and former New York City Police
Commissioner Vincent
Broderick); and a study of the
Bureau's low profile in the field of
civil rights violations by former
Assistant U.S. Attorney General
John Doar and former Justice
Department researcher Dorothy
Landsbergh.
The unprecedented nature of
such an inquiry and the unlikely
fact that. it was hosted and
co-sponsored by Princeton
University were duly noted early
in the proceedings by I. F. Stone:
I. F. Stone
"I've been investigating these
guys (the. FBI) for twenty·five
years,'' Stone began, "but I never
thought I'd .see a conference like
this ••• ,or that ti would take .
place at Princeton . • • which I
always considered a sort of
air-conditioned desert island
where Woodrow Wilson retired in
lonely, liberal splendor."
Stone's comment was more
than comic relief. It underscored
the fact that neither Congress nor

MICKEYs

any other arm of our government
has ever made a serious effort to
examine the actions of the FBI.

Malt Liquor

Spain Summer Program
UNM will sponsor a summer
session in Gijon, Spain, offering
upper level and graduate courses
in the Spanish language and
civilization. Inexpensive means of
transpol'Lation are available.
Further information may be
obtained at the Office of
International Programs and
Services, 1717 Rorna, NE.

Stout

FUN
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Chemical Engineering Seminar
S.R. Skaggs, a UNM PhD
candidate in geology, will speak at
a chemical engineering graduate
seminar at 3:30 p,m. Wednesday,
Nov. 10, in electrical engineering
building 219.
The talk by Skaggs is titled,
"Phase Behavior of the Yttiria ~
Zirconia System at Temperatures
Above 2000 o C.''
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Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University
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GJ&JW CffEJ«3DIA
A FLAMENCO ANTHOLOGY

The Afro-American Studies Program
The University of New Mexico
Presents
The Broadway Touring Company 'of

.
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'!'horeau, New Me:~:ico, in a
f;nowstorm and :;top at a cafe that
smells like "a fifty foot long
breakfast." You can say these are
just stories that he made up, but I
believe him. An old lover does not
lie in those ways.
!.overs Go Away
Besides personal things here,
there are some very enjoyable
objective observations, made in
low-key Brautiganesquc custom
with almost appealing honesty
and perception coming through
clear (like his grandmother, who
opens the book "Shining likl! a
beacon· down the stormy
American past''). I guess in his
own way, Brautigan follows his.
grandmother and makes his own
beacon into the stormy recesses of
contemporary American. He does
what· lie does very well and I
almost wish l hadn't o,d.'d on him
before I got to "Revenge Of The
~awn," That's what happens
when an author keeps writing the
same book, though. His lovers go ·
away, a little sadly, remembering
the good times and wishing with
an almost Brautigan pathos that
he would open those "Trout
Fishing In America" eyes a little
wider and go with them.
Marjorie Jannotta

50 Year Lag in Examination of Powers

Speal<.ers Series Features Harris
Sen. Harris' appearance is part
of the UNM Student Speakers
Committee series, Admission is
free to all UNM and University of
Albuquerque students, faculty,
and staff. Other admission is
$1.50 for adults and $1 for
children,
Sen. Harris' wife, LaDonna, will
accompany the Oklahoma senator
during the UNM appearance,
Sen. Harris, who has been in
the U.S. Senate since 1964, bas
said that he will not seek
re-election to that body in order
"to take a closer look at becoming
a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for President." His
campaign would be based on a
"populist" coalition, he has said,
crossing social and racial barriers.
His book, "Now is the Time: A
New Populist Call to Action,"
espouses such a coalition as a
viable political alternative to
present system.
A member of Phi Beta Kappa at
the University of Oklahoma, Sen.
Harris practiced Jaw in Lawton,
Okla., after graduation with
distinction. He serves as a member
of the Senate Finance Committee
and the Government Operations
Committee, lte was an active
member of the President's

all of the Brautigan repertoire, It photo graph album wHh words, and very often it is worth
is a shame to o.d. on such Brautigan's sepiatoned restr.ospect :reading one of the :;;tories for the
bittersweet, fine prose that he and nostalgia nuzzling my elbow.
joy of an unexpected image,
seems to write almost
made-up word or paragraph. He
Word A:rtial;ry
improvisationally, like a jazz
He writes things with good executes some fine one·liners, and
musician absolutely certain of his titles, like 1' April In God-damn," I sign and say in my head, loudly,
changes, So if you're not into
0 h! There You Are, Richard
Bra1.1tigan, thank God, I tho't I'd
Brautigan, I'd say read only two
Revenge of the Lawn
or three of his books, and let it
lost you. These moments are too
St<!d"'~ '!J6l"l9J'!':..I L)· Uicl•Md Urautig.tn
rest for awhile, lf you are into
rare in "Revenge Of The Lawn,''
but as enthusiastically welcomed
Brautigan, "Revenge" is basically
more the same, a little weaker.
as when my mind was first
- expanded by the "Watermelon
Memories
"Revenge Of The Lawn" is a
Sugar" excursion,
great title, and on tlte book it is
Special Place
pdn ted in black across a
Ah, but I want to be gentle
bermuda-green heading under
with him. I like him, he was one
which sits a photograph of a
of my first contemporary lovers
brunette behind a. chocolate cake.
and there is a special Brautig\\n
The subtitle says: "Stories
place all marked out under •llY
1962·1970 by Richard Bautigan."
ribs that no one but he can fill.
If he wants to call them stories it's
This is why: Nobody in the world
okay with me, but I will tell you
but Richard Brautigan could have
what. they really are: hints of
written what he's written, even
experiences, shadows of fantasies
this book. You learn more things
set in r'i!ality, paragraphs of ,
about him fr!:lm this book than
memories and of memories that "'
any of his others. What it was like
should have happened • , . hastily
being a child in Tacoma,
mawn shades not concealing the
Washington, during WWII when
fact that he just may have
everybody on the street, just
resurrected some of these from an
about, had more money than you.
old filing cabinet marked: Things "Crazy Women Are Riding The When you're 17 11nd live in a
I've Written and Stored, Busses Of America Today," cardboard-lined shack of your
1962·1970. Some of the stories "Homage To The San Fra11cisco own making and are made
are 200 words long, some last YMCA" (a good one), and "1962 one-third partner in a book
three fuJI pages. I felt like I was Cotton Mather Newsreel." I because you have the typewriter.
thumbing through an old appreciate what h~ does with When you are driving through

Public, Educators Investigate FBI

Oklahoma's Democrat Senator:

Democratic Sen, Fred R, Harris
of Oklahoma, a potential
presidential aspirant, will speak at
UNM Friday at 9 p.m. in the
lecture hall of the new Law
School.

_,.....,.~~--~~~-~~

Expert
Design
No Nets, Gels, laquer
Sproys, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment only
255·0166
5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)

'l'he New :Me~leo Lobo is publlsh(!d
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vera\ty Ytnr by the Board of Student
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Second class P09tage paid at AlhttqUer~ue, New Mexico, 87106. Subscription
rate is $7 for the academic year.
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POPEJOY HALL
IN CONCERT
ONE NIGHT ONLY THURSDAY. NOV. II, 8:15
Sunday Nov. 14--8:15 PM
$4..50, 4.00, 3.50, 3.00, 2.50

UNM Students

'/2 Price

Wednesday, November 10, 1971

TICKETS $4.50-$4.00-$3.5ri-$:l.00-$2.50
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THE UNIVERSiTY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY H.ALL

STUDENTS $1.00 rJISCOUNT

ON SAlE: POPEJOY BOX OFFICE

SEARS ROEBUCK AND- CO.
RIEDLINGS DOWNTOWN
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Lobo Gymnastics Team to Split
For Annual lntrasquad Faceoff
. The UNM Lobo gymnastics
team, which was undefeated and
winner of the WAC crown last
year, will split itself in .the main
arena of Johnson Gymnasium.
The meet, which is scheduled
to begin at 7:30 p,m., will pit the
younger freshmen and
sophomores of the team against
the more seasoned juniors and
seniors.
The upperclassmen should have
an advantage as they have two
defending WAC champions on
their roster. Leading the oldsters

will be Jon Aitken, who scored a
9.15 in the high bar, and Fred
Cardenas, the champion on the
side horse. Aitken will also be
entered on the long horse and the
parallel bars.
But the upperclassmen arep't
without a few able performers of
their own, Leading the younger
half of the meet will be the
1970-71 WAC Most Valuable
Player, Jim Ivicek, Ivicek was
third all-around in the WAC llu;t
year and will be the all-around
(enters every event) entry for the

freshman - sophomore team. At a
recent interview gymnastics coach
Rusty Mitchell said of Ivicek, "He
will be up there in every event, he
is a very strong man,"
One thing tbat will be a distinct
advantage to the underclassmen is
that many of the uppe~classmen
ate currently nursing injuries, and

Intramural Suit at UCB
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)-A
superior court jury bas awarded
$475,000 in damages to a
University of California graduate
student who lost a leg 70 hours
after being injured in o:~n
intramural touch football game.
The panel ruled Friday the UC
Board of Regents was negligent in
the way the game was officiated
and doctors on the Berkeley
campus and the UC Medical
Center in San Francisco were
guilty of medical malpractice, •
Wayne Brooks, 24, former star
quarterback for Laney Junior
College, was recipient of the
damage award. He was injured
Dec. 2, 1968 while playing for the
Afro-American Student Union

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Ory·Cieooine
ond laundry

Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
• 247-0836
I

I

against Deutsch Hall in a
championship intramural game.
Attorney Edward Degardi said
Brooks, now a graduate student in
education and the coordinator of
a teen-aged athletic program for
the city of Oakland 1 suffered a
dislocated right knee when he
recovered a fumble.
Degardi told the jury the black
club had asked officials to call off
thl' game because it was getting
too rough. The officials, however,
permitted the game to proceed.
The defense said there was a
one•hour delay before Brooks was
taken to the UC hospital on the.
Berkeley campus. There, added
Photo by Jim Penslero
Degardi, it was found that there
. Mike Torres
was an impairment in the arteries
won't
be
ready for the meet.
of the leg.
Degardi said Brooks was Missing from their ranks will be
transferred to the UC Medical Dave Repp, the team's all-around
Center across the Bay where the chamvion and Dana Shelley 1 who
leg was amputated because it had took fourth in floor exercises for
ceased functioning due to a lack the WAC.
This meet wiii give local
of blood circulation. The lawyer
said there was a 70·hour delay gymnastic enthusiasts an
before surgery while doctors opportunity to view the team fol'
the last time before they open
performed tests on the leg,
their rE>gtllar season agailwt the
nation's number one team,
Southern Illinois,

A Salute to
Rusty Mitchell and his
WAC Gymnastics Champion

Best wishes for another great season.
JACK DUNN
Life Insurance for Personal
Business, and Estate needs
CmmerNE

§ports

CJll.lendar

Nov. 1 o-UNM gymnastics
intrasquad meet, 7:30 p.m.
Johnson Gym
Nov. 13-UNM water polo team
vs, Arizona and Air Force, all
day, Johnson Gym pool
Nov. 13-UNM cross- country
team at WAC championship,
Fort Collins, Colo.
Nov. 13-UNM freshman football
team vs. Te:Kas-El Paso frosh,
7:30 p.m. 1 at El Paso

By J..ll.ur/t, SBnel•ez

* * ** *

If hunting were really fun, not many hunters would be
dead now. I have absolutely no sympathy for hunters who
get killed during this period called '~deer hunting season."
The bad thing about hunters is, they aren't really. They
don't know how. With campers, heaters, liquor and high
powered rifles they head for the hills blasting the first thing
that moves. Dead hunters can testify to this,
For years in New Mexico the only requirements to hunt
was possessing a rifle, above .30 calibre, and having enough
money to pay for the license. Now it's a little different. The
requirement is being a New Mexico resident for six months or
knowing someone who can prove you have been, and the
$7.50 it takes to buy the permit.
Of course at this point there are no regulations for
obtaining the license in New Mexico. By that I mean there
are no physical or mental requirements. There is no way to
check and see if the hunter is an alcoholic or insane, for
example.
But things are getting a little better, though. In 1972
hunters under 14 years of age will be required by New
Mexico state law to complete a hunter's safety course,
administPred by the State. In 1976, hunters under 18 will
have to finish the same course. The information lady at the
State Game and Fish Department said they were trying to
give the course on a graduated basis. Working on that
graduated basis theory, however, would mean that by 1988
everyone under 30 must complete the course. By the year
2016 everyone under 60 will have to complete it. By that
time there may not be any deer.
At any :rate, if it makes you just a little sick that hunters
still have to go out with a high powered rifle and kill a deer
to prove their manhood; you're not alone.
If it makes you just a little sick these hunters risk their
1ivPs to do it, don't feel bad; you're :.Jtill not alone.
However, if it's any consolation there are some :respectable
hunters. Hunters who have been around and who know how
to be sportsinen.
One hunter, I know, got his deer this year with bow and
arrow. This, to me, is the way they ought to have it all the
time out there. Look at it this way: If all the hunters hunted
with bow and arrow they could mark all the arrows
differently and see which hunter kills which.
In fact to make it real sport they could put the nobbe
hunter out there in a loin cloth with a bow and arrow. I bet
there would be less of everything; less deer killed; less hunters
to kill them and less hunters being killed themselves.

* * * * *

About next weekend's game with KUNM, or rather as they
are commonly called the golden air waves boys, I can't really
say much except we are going to have a lot of fun mauling
them.
Last year we did the job on them so completely it was
almost sickening.

McDonald"S·

for eating at
besides being easy on your budget.

Consciousness Ill?

Empathetic. Individually expressive.
One-to-one. Non-organizational. •..

But what we can promise to every
Peace Corps Volunteer is a demand·
ing, fully absorbing, two-year job of
helping people help themselves in
one of 1he developing countries of
the world. We can also promise an
unusual opportunity for personal invoivement and a unique chance to
reach beyond yourself.

These are some ot the characteristics
of Consciousness II! which Mr. Reich
ascribes to a growing number of today's younger generation. Joining The rest is up to you. Send in the
the Peace CorpG, according to him, coupon ..
is one of ttm ways of breaking out of
f~~~~oRP;,---------1
the mold of the more convenlional
1 Washington, D.C. 20525
1
Consciousness I and Consciousness IL J Tell me more about me and lhe Peace 1
It will no doubt remain for history to 1 Corps.
l1
judge tt1e validity of Mr. Reich's the- I . ~-- ... ··-·~--·--~· -·~-INc\tne
.- .. ··..
.
... .
1
sis. In our view, the Peace Corps' l lJJ.:·t·llpjt!Oiit.r·edUCttlwrl~ I
potential for personal development I Addrcsa·- ·
~l
necessarily dependn on the individual.
l(;;ry- . --..-.·...-·--.
Wo can make 11u )Jrumises about the
titC~te~---- --- -z.p
l
ways to Consciousness 111.
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l3y JOliN HOLMES
S i nee its formation the
Graduate Student's Association
has been operating with a
constitution that lacks provisions
for the council to legislate or the
president to veto.
The only true power in GSA
comes not from the constitution
but from a bill entitled Internal
Business No. 2, which allow the
president to freeze funds.
Wednesday night during its
regular meeting the GSA Council
will discuss a proposed new
constitution.
Twice in the past attempts have
been made to bdng the new
document before the council. A
special meeting was called, but; the
council failed to reach a q11orum,
and it was on the agenda during
the last regular meeting, but the
council decided to adjourn before
considering it.
First Order
Now the council will be forced
to consider the constitution. It
has been made first order of
business.
GSA President Bert Hansen has
said he would like to see the
docum11nt on the ballot during
GSA's regular election in
February. If it is not acted on
soon, a special election will have

to be held after that date, he said.
The new constitution is about
four times as long as the old and is
more specific in defining powers
granted to the v&rious branches of
government.
The council would have the
power to legislate, the president
would have veto power and OSA
would get a needed judicial
;;ysLem, with grievance procedures
written in, and a definition of
student riglits.
As a whole the new document
is far superior to the present
constitution, but it does have
·
flaws.
Sometimes Vague
In its attempts to be specific it
sometimes misses the main points
and becomes vague.
For example, the preamble to
the new constitution states that
the GSA will:
" .. ,perpetuate and enhance
associations among graduate and
law students at the University of
New Mexico; ...represent their
interests clearly and effectively to
the univer:;ity community;
, . . provide protection for such
student from unjust abuses that
can occur in any community
which is organized in a hierarchy;
and ... provide avenues whereby
students can improve their

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllll\lllllllllllllllllllllliiiUII\IIIIIIlllll\11111111
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In defining itself, the
constitution declares itself to be
"the organic law of the GSA." It
goes further in stating, "it shall
have the effect of all-university
law a11d its provisions shall be
obligatory upon any and all
persons in an official capacity at
the university .• , "
In the second declaration, the
constitution seemingly attempts
to make itself binding on GSA,
the administration and the
regents, something the latter two
probably will not accept.

Mariner to Probe Mars Mystery
PASADENA, Calif. (UP!) One of the major mysteries of
Mars that may be answeted by the
Mariner 9 spacecraft set to orbit
the planet Saturday is the nature
or the "w~tve of darkening" that
seems to sweep seasonally across
the Martian surface.
As seen by telescopes from
Earth, the darkening appears to
start from Mars' polar ice caps
toward the end of local Winter
and spread past the equator by
late Spring.
A popular explanation has long
. been thtlt the darkening is caused
by some primitive form of
vegetation that changes with the
seasons.
'Darkening' Theory
The idea was that the
vegetation would be dormant in
the Winter because of cold
temperatures and a lack of water.
But in the Spring, moisture from
melting ice caps and warmer
temperatures would revive the
vegetation and make it grow and
appear darker.
The Mariner 6 and 7 spacecraft
that got brief looks at Mars when
they flew past in 1969 cast doubt
on the vegetation idea. The
Mariner instruments reported the
poles were capped with frozen
carbon dioxide instead of water
and that there was very little
water in the thin Martian
atmosphere.

of Texas, disagreed.
LongView
Oxygen Pr4i!sence
Instead of looking at Mars for
only 30 minutes as did its
Charles A. Barth, a University
predecessors, Marine.r 9 is of Colorado Physicist, suggested
expected to be able to give its dark spots on Mars may indicate
cameras and instruments an the presence of ozone, a form of
unmatched view of the planet for oxygen which can be produced by
months from an orbit going as low plant life. Mariner 9 carries
instruments to detect ozone,
as '15U miles above Mars.
The peak of the darkening
"If we can find ozone in the
period is now underway in the equatorial regions, it could be an
southern hemisphere-which affirmative sign that some
Mariner 9 will start photographing oxygen-producing plant or life
Sunday from orbit, The probe is form might be present," Barth
expected to operate long enough said.
to repeatedly view specific. areas
on Mars and watch for seasonal
changes.
Scientific Disputes
Whether or not there actually is
a wave of darkening on Mars is
now a matter of dispute among
some scientists. Even Mariner 9
project investigators are divided
on the issue.
William Baum of the Lowell
ObseJ:Vntory at Flagstaff, Ariz.,
told scientists at a recent
symposium at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory here that the
darkening may well be an optical
illusion rather than artything
that's occurring on Mars.
Bradford Smith, of New
Mexico State University, agreed
with Baum. Smith is a member of
the Mariner television team. But
another project scientist, Gerald
Devaucauleurs of the University

.S~!fl

Package Liquor
Repair ll: !>failltenance
oil all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialists
333 Wvomin~tBlvd. :NE
free Estimates

265·5901

time wasted on
Cooking, Restaurants, Cleaning,

Look what a $20 bill

Co~muting, Hunting for Parking,

will buy •••
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New SANYO Receiver
$20 with purchase of
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SCHLITZ
3.84
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.96 6-pk

TEQUILA
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905 Yale SE
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We do the Cooking,
Plenty of Food, No Limit,
Coffee all day, We do the Cleaning
Linen Supplied, Lots o£ Parking,
Walk to Class
Come Look Us Over. We Now Have Some Vacancies
Also, make your Spring Reservations Now
rates from $525 per semester
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I 09 Carlisle NE
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SPEAKERS at $329.90

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 FOURTH S"t., N.W.
CANDELARIA A"t EUBANK

~==~

all about.

Receiver alone
$199.95

The proposed constitution also
establishes a five-member GSA
Court to arbitrate disputes arising
in GSA.
Duties of the court are strictly
defined in the by-laws. The court
has the power to issue injunctions
and settle disputes,
Appeals from the GSA Court
would be heard by the joint
GSA·ASUNM Student Supreme
Court.
ASUNM Amendment
The Supreme Court will come
into being only if ASUNM adds an
amendment providing for it.
The Supreme Court would
consist of fi<:e members, two from
GSA, two from ASUNM and a
Chief Justice, appointed jointly.
Last May the Committee on
University Governance, in its
report to the Regents,
recommended a Faculty • Student
Supreme Court to he compo~ed of •
two students each from GSA and
ASUNM, plus four
non-administrative faculty
members and a third · year law
student to act as chairman and
legal ad,visor.
The committee report states
there is no appeal from 1 the
Supreme Court, but "the regents
have a process for discretionary
review of any matter relating to
the University."

The College Inn

2 MAXIMUS MK IV
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The constitution dolls finally
give legislative power to the GSA
Council and is very specific about
what powers the Council may
exercise.
The council would frame all
laws, by-laws and resolutions,
approve and revise the president's
budget, apptove all
non-re:t;erendum allocations, frame
all constitutional amendments and
approve all executive
appointments except the GSA
Cabinet.
The only questionable
provision denies the Council
confirmation privileges over the
president's cabinet.
"I don't think the council will
go for it," said Charles
Trowbridge, council
representative from the
philosophy department,
Trowbridge said he felt
confirmation of executive
appointments is the traditional
right of the legislative branch.
Veto Power
In defining the powers of the
eJCecutive branch, the president
now has the power to veto.
GSA President Bert Hansen
recently vetoes two bills, even
though there is no veto power in
the present constitution. He felt
that since there is .no direct
provision against a veto he would
be protected by the strength of
common law.

educational experience."
Says Everything
It does, in fact, ~ay everything
the GSA will do, except that it
will govern.
Following the preamble is a list
of definitions on what the GSA is,
who is to be considett;Jd as a
graduate student, who is eligible
to be a member of the GSA, what
by-laws are and what ASUNM is.
One, the definition of the GSA
constitution, might cause some
trouble.

There are so .many deilcious reaSC)ns

away to
as suggested by Charles Reich
in "The Greening of America"

No Pres. Veto or Council Legislate Power Provided by Current By-Laws

''It's just great!
''Y au can't imagine how much pleasure it gives me."
Those were the words of S.H. Itte, a New Mexico hunter
who killed two of his fellow hunters and still managed to bag
a deer.
"The only problem," he said following the kill, "was
deciding which to pull out ofthe woods first."

(Please turn to page 8)

Is Peace Corps

New Constitution May Remedy GSA Hassles

Tl1is is a Spo•·ts ()olumn
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Wallace Disclaimed by S. Govs
ATLANTA (UP!)· Several
"new breed" southern governors
disclaim any identity with Gov.
George C. Wallace of Alabama but
concede he still has great voter
impact in the South.
Govs. Jimmy Carter of Georgia
and Re1,1bin Askew of Florida
took exception Monday to
Wallace's statement at the 37th
annual Southern Governors'
Conference that be was no
different from Dixie's moderate,
new governors,

CLASSIFIED

The diff(lrence, said Carter, is
that the moderates have
"bypassed racism in the South as
an issue."
Askew said Wallace "reflects
the old mood of the South . , • the
mood of yesteryear. But it would
be foolish to underestimate his
impact in the South."
Wallace grabbed the headlines
at the conference Monday by
announcing that he may enter five
presidential primaries in 1972,

PERSONALS

WILL HELP WITH RENT for part time
use of a house, LeAve message. 255·1021.

11/11

AGORA--When you need somebody to listen. we'll be f;here. T11lking, tCU~~Olling,
and coffee no extra. Any twenty-four
hours. Northwest corner Mesa Vista. 277·
3013 11/l.i

2)

LOST & FOUND

:FOUND: SMALL BLACK AND WHITE
long haired female dog, Collar and leasll
attached. She's br!gh!; and cute. Found
last week vicinity Central and Amherst.
256·1400. 11/15
LOST :LADIES RING, white stone, gold
band: between Dental Hygiene building
and SUB. Reward. 268·6518, 11/12
LOST NOV. a. Black Shiny l>og. Medium
size, Answers to Max. 242·51!54, 210
MaPle NE. 11/11
LOS'l': FEMALE LABRADOR PUPPY
weAring red bandanna. Call Jeanie, 255•
9388. 11/10
LOST: BOY'S CLASS RING-Geology.
Return to Geology 141, Reward. 11/10
REWARl>: Lost at Sub, black purse. Need
lD's, Glllll8cs. 247-3165.
3)

SERVICES

EXPERIENCED TECHNICAL TYPING,
IBM Electric. Call 255-5170 or 298-9771,
ll/16
I Wit.L WORK ON YOUR 10·SPEED as
If it were mine. The Bike Shop. 823
Yale SE, 842·!1100. 11/12
NEW MEXICO CIVIL LIBERTIES
UNION announces atll dinner-meeting.
Speilker: Dan McKinnon III, member
Alb. Public School Board. Topic: "Pro·
}losal of rights and responaib!lttles of
hlr;h school stude'llts.'' Ci><!lna de Cnrlo:l,
ll•llll, Thur:dny. Nov. 11. For reservationn, call Mr. Richard Young, 1600 Calle
de Rnnchero. 11/10
IT'S HERE I ~ri-.:.B-ic-vc-:-le-th~c!-t-~-n-su-r-an-c-e.
100% protcetlon, Low co1t annual pre-mium. Non dcductable. Central Rcgiatra+.lon. !n.qures loclfed blcyles new or used.
Avaflnble now. For further information
and rates, contact Olymnlc Cyrle nnd
Sn:>rts, lnc., 816 San Mateo SE. 2/ili·
6!1!18, See George. 11/10
TUTORING-all subjects-all levels. Ex·
pprlcnC'ed. l'ertlflt>d IP' ro]Je<!'e teachers.
CERTIFIED TU'l'ORING SERVICE 2!16-!!100. 12/7
RESIDENTIAL TYPEWRITER AND
ADDER. Service, elcnnC<! t~.nd repaired.
Reasonable nrlce~~. Call 242-GOG4, week
days and wceke'llds. 8·8. 11/6
TYPrnG-Term Pal'lel'l!, etc. 411e per page,
l!tralght. copy, 266·2489. 11/11
FINFJ OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGUAl'HY - Wedding, You or
Whatever, 24:!-7558. 12/8

4>

CAMPUS BRIEF§
McGovern Students

Orchestra Concert

A new University of New
Mexico professor will conduct his
own composition and another
UNM musician will be a featured
soloist for the Nov. 30 UNM
Orchestra Concert at 8:15 p.m.
The concert is the second in this
academic year's series and will be
in Popejoy Hall.

Environmentalists

ADVERTISING

WHER~: ,Journalism Building. Room
RA'l'ES: 7c per word, ~0 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. lf ad is to
205, afternoons preferably or mall.
run five or more consecutive days with
Cl~sitled Advertisill!r
no changes the rate is reduced to lie
UNM P.O. Box 20
per worll and the minimum Jtumber of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
worda to 10.
'.l'ERMS: PaYineJlt must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisemt!llt

1)

I

Boycott Speaker

5) FORSALE
FOR SALE OR TRADE for good cycle1960 I<'leetwood. Condition - ExcelleJlt
tires and engine. Phone 8116, 11/11
GARRARD SL95B Turntable, Base, Cover,
Accessories. Shure M91E Cartridge, 2569004, 11/11
70 MAVERICK, Standard Trans., Radio,
33,600 mile~~. $900. 877-8737 after 6 pm.
11/11
1971 NORTON 750 COMMANl>O. Like
new, bought in August. 237-1711, Ext.
3324. 7:30 to 4:30 on4'. 11/16
USED FUR COATS, $16.0G-$30,00, while
they !Mt. THE BEAD SHAMAN. 11/15
:KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
Lange Boots, size 81/.:, Barrecrafter poles.
Uaed 1 sea.~on. Original ~st $285. Sell
for $160. See McDonald at Journalism
205 after 4.
CUSTOM MADEl BELTS, Pur.ses, leAther
gifts. The Mind Shaft, 106A Cornell
12/8
DEAL STUl>ENT TO STUDENT. Save
30·50% on Diamond rings. 844·6349,
11/16
66 GMC-,-6-c-y!-.-:-:F:-ro_n_t_g_n~"I:-1.-:R:-~-r-:h-:lte~h,
49,000 miles. $895. 242•1791l. 11/10
1964 FORl> FALCON. Ne\V motor. trans•
mission anll battery, $275. 1!12 Forrester
NW (near 8th and Lomas). 11/10
FULL DRUM SET-Ludwig, Best offer.
Contact Susa.n Hundley._ 277·4832. 11/10
CORVAm, '65. Good condition. 842-8207.
11/10
1071 CASSETTE TAPE :PLAYER. Dual
Spcnl:er-Automatlc Level Recording,.
277-4296. 20/12
•
NEW 1071 ZIG ZAG SEWING MACHINES. These mnchines have built
in controls for sewing on button!!, monograms, etc. $M each. Cash or terms.
United Freight Snlcs, S920 San Mllteo
NE. Open 9 til 9. Sundnyg 12-5, tfn
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET.
AM·FM multl·lllex st'reo-rndio with
black out dial and built In ntereo 8-trnck
recorder Player. With large BSR chang•
er. And huge G air suSP(!Jlsion speaker
syatem •. Compare nt S4GO. Limited supJ>Iy--$199,9G each. Cash or terms. United
Freight Sales. 3!120 San Mateo NE. Open
!) til 9. Sundays 12-5. tfn
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $3D-$60. -44.1
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 12/20
6)

Black Mesa, other state - wide
environmental problems, and
election of officers will be the
agenda on the Students for
Environmen.tal Action meeting at
8 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 11 at the
Ecology Information Center,
1417 Cen~al Nl!J.

EMPLOYMENT

3 EAGER MEN to work 8 eveninl!a nnd
Sat. Quick advancement and scholarship
opportunities. Start approx. $80.00 weclt
299-9069. 10/12

7l 1\HSC:EI.LANEOllS
VACATIONS COMING UP 1 Vi!la and
Pa,snort inf!lrmation. Call Joe Brawley,
265-7611. 11/lG

Cesar Vega, formerly a
farmworker in California, now a
student at UNM, will be guest
speaker at the Albuquerque
Boycott Committee meeting 7:30
p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 10 at the
Chicano Studies Center.

Gay Lib
Gay Liberation will meet today
in the Union, room 231-C from 8
to 10 p.m.

11

f .·:,
.
l' !

Call.1ng U

·~......

;J·. ~~
~ ;

~

250A·E; 7-10 p.m.
Campus Gold; Union room 23l•B:
7:30.10 p.m.
Delta Sjgrna Pi; Union room 230;
7:30.10 p.m.
GSA; Union room 129; 7:30.9:30

CCCC Meeting
The Committee of Citizens
Concerned about Corrections will
meet Nov. 10 at 7:30 p.m. in
room l 03 of the UNM Law
School,

Senate Statements
The Lobo is accepting Senate
Statements until Thursday at 5
p.m. in the Lobo office m the
Student Publications Building.

Women's Lib

A meeting will be held today at
Union for all interested women.
James and Bernadette Chavez will
talk about campaigning for the
Senate.

Ski Club
The UNM Ski Club will discuss
final plans for their Thanksgiving
ski trip to Monarch, Colo. at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 10 in the
Union Theater. Ski trip deposit
deadline isNov.lO, 7:30p.m.

~j~ctb.Q~

Ski Club; Union Theater; 7:30.9
p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union room 253;
~

e

Black Student Union; Union South
lJallroom: 8-10 p,m.
Gay Liberation; Union room 231·0:
8--lOp.m,

e

cutom framing
ready made frames
low prices

e
e

e

all kinds of original Chinese hand

complete selection of
art supplies
15% off to students
&: professors

Mon.-Fri. 10-9
Sat. 10-6
lmports direct from China
Sun.l2·6
9649 Menaul NE-Eubank at Menaul

paintings-scrolls-screens~walljJaptn·

FORSALE
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(Continued from page 6)
Now I'm athletic director for
the Lobo Hamburgers. Roger
Ruvolo is the coach, As athletic
director aU I can say is I wish I
had more money for scholarships
and a 50,000-seat stadium.

CJuistmas Flights

FOR RENT

C.lJ. Radios. Bll.!l.~e~.-M~M::-ob::-i~le-:2:-:3-:C:::::-h-,-:-1::-96:::::-9
-TRC 2S and 24 Super-Mag Antenna
and Whip, Whole t>ackage, $250.00. 2654013. 11/15
DIG A LARGE DOG? ..!l/10" Salnt Bemard popple~~. 5 wk!. old. $16.00. 26S.I051.
11/15
1961 CHEV WAGON. 283-Automatlc
A/C. $300 or make offer. 255·1173. 11/15
RALEIGH INTERNATIONAL, 10 !!Pd.
E:Xce1lent Condition. $200.00. Phone 2659372.
1967 SUPERCHARGED SHELBY G-T
350. Hunt. 4•apced, maglt, koni!1 and
stereo. Excellent condition. 242-0716.
11/15
450 CB HONDA 1970, Front di.sc brake.
Luggage l'ack, cxti'as, Exc. Colldltlon.
$775,00, Cllll Ed at 208·8137, 6704 Dodd
NE.ll/11
'GO LARK, CONVERTIBLE. Good . mdlo
and upholstei'JI. Rear smlll!hed. Need!!
batwi'JI. $75. 209·6ll45--8hetry.
SWIVEL DBSK CHAm, pecan $25; Typewrfwr, completely reconditioned, 11ortable
wlth case, $35: 266-4831, noon-9 pm,
11/16
BELLS ON SALE only $5,00 at Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE. 243·69&4,
Selling "ANNABELLE" 1928 Model A
Ford counc with rumble sent. She's a
beauty. Used eveli" day, Perfect 2nd
car. 266-4018. 11/16
1954 HUDSON ltORNE'l', rebuilt engine.
$175.00 or best offer, call 867·2671. 11/16
'l'WO STUDENT MATHEMATICIANS
NEEDED, une hour-$15. Call 277-2452
or 277·6151.
NEED RIDE TO CALIFORNIA, Nov, 19,
NEW JERSEY, l>ec. 18. 11/10
PUREBRED MALE DonERMAN PUP·
PIES. $60.00. 344-8140. 11/16
8x37 SPARTAN TRAILER. Call 'Mel ~t.
-~53~ days, 877·9269 tWPI'IInge. U/19
LEVI'S BLUE .lElAN BELLS. New shipment juat arrived. Lobo Men'tl Shop,
2120 Central SE. 11/11}
P~RF'ECT CHRIS't'MAS Gitt-Antlouc set
Diekcm's lllustrAted clrtsslc!l (1800's).
$60, New heaV;V spilt cowhfdo man's
£rinsed .iaeket-lamll--$20. 296-4304.
1!111 SUPER BEETLE. g,ooo miles, full
warl:ant)', best offer. Pete 206-43G8. 11/9

This Is A Sports Column

Anyone interested in group reduced rate flights over
Christmas vacations to Dallas,
Atlanta, Miami, or any other
point should contact the Office of
Consumer Affairs, room 248 in
the Union, or phone 277-5605,
10•12, and 1·5 Monday through
Friday for information.

p,m.

TWO GENTLEMEN STUDENTS share
room with kitchen privileges. Evenings
266·0695. 11/16
5}

Wagon Wheels
The Wagon Wheels Square
Dancing Club will meet Nov. 11
7·9 p.m. in Johnson gym, room
184. Pa1:tnexs are provided and no
experience is necessary.

1 1 7:30 p.m. in room 250-D of the

Wednesday, November 10,1971
Campus Crusade tor Christ~ Union
room 231-A: 9·9:30 a.nt.
Education Administration; Union
room 230; 12·1:30 p.m.
ASUNM Senate; Union room

S.10p.m.

l

Students for McGovern' will
Auditions of singers and
have buttons, posters and dancers for cash awards and the
propaganda available. at a table in chance to pel'form next summer
the Union lobby on Nov. 10 from with the Wolf Trap Company near
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Washington, D.C. will be held
Nov. l l in the Union Ballroom.
Teacher Evaluation
Appointments should be made
One tho1,1sand copies of last through William J. Martin,
spring's ASUNM teacher managel.' of Popejoy Hall,
evaluation are now available
downstairs in the Union near the
Nursing Rights
Lobo pick·up station.
A student · faculty committee
has formulated a statement for
"Ma*ic Sam"
student rights in the College of
The group ' Magic Sam" will be Nursing. It will be prese_nted on
at the UNM Ballroom Nov, 12 Nov. 11 at 3:30 p.m. m room
from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. All 3033 of Me$a Vista hall. All
proceeds will go to. the College of Nursing students IU'e
Farmworker Cause.
asked to attend.

Traineeships

Under the provisions of a
Training Grant in Rehabilitation
Counseling from Social and
Rehabilitation Services,
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, a limited number of
traineeships, for study at the
Masters degree level, are available.
They pay $1800 pe:r academic
year plus tuition and fees.
Students with undergraduate
majors irt human behavior are
encouraged to apply by Dec. 1 for
the second semester. Contact Dr.
L. C. Bemardoni or Dr. W.R.
Fishburn, Department of
Guidance and Special Education.
r~=:.-~;;::..~==.-~=::::·.-:~:~::::.:::.·:Y,~. . . . .~~-.-~.-.-~.~-~::;~ -~::.::.-~::.-.-:.~ . 1

Auditions

l
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University P.O. Box 201 UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word1 $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's lOwords 5 times}

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals

5. For Sole

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ----TIMES STARTING---
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